Plate 1.73. Building T, north facade on the slab road, north of Rooms 23 and 24a, with Alexander C. Shaw, from northwest.

Plate 1.74. East-west cross wall of Building T, with LM I hearths (foreground) and east-west northern facade wall of LM III Building P, with vertical chases for timbering (above), from north.
Plate 1.75. East-west cross wall of Building T (left, at a) and western, ashlar end of the northern wall of Building P, from west. Oval hole in P’s ashlar block is natural.

Plate 1.76. Large bowl (S 2338) that was pushed off its platform (a) above robbed-out east-west wall of Building T (b) next to north facade wall of Building P (upper right), from west.
Plate 1.77. Restored views of press area with bowl S 2338, with plan and elevation below.
Plate 1.78A. Elevation of northern face of the north wall of Building P, from north.
Plate 1.78B. Elevation of northern face of the north wall of Building P, from north.
Plate 1.78C. Elevation of northern face of the north wall of Building P, from north.
Plate 1.78D. Elevation of northern face of the north wall of Building P, from north.
Plate 1.79. “Compartment” of reused masonry between chases for wooden beams of north wall, Building P, from north.

Plate 1.80. LM I paved road next to northeastern corner of Building T, with diagonal blocking wall, from south.

Plate 1.81. Northeastern corner, Building P, showing masonry style, above Building T’s wall (a) and bordering paved road surface (b), surface of LM III fill (c). Note stepped inset for facade wall (d), from northeast.